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$u_{t}=\nabla^{2}(pu+q\nabla^{2}u+ru^{3})$ in $\Omega(p, q<0<r)$ (2.6)
( )
: Ginzburg-Landau $G(u)$ double-well
Eq.(2.5)















































$\lambda_{c}^{dcf}=\frac{v_{c}(t+\Delta t)}{v_{c}(t)}$ $\in C$ (6.4)
$\lambda$ :
$v$




2 : Cahn-Hilliard $\lambda$
2: $\lambda_{c}vs$ $k(u_{0}=0)$ ( $1$ ) $Eq.(10.1)$
72
3: $\lambda$ vs $k(u_{0}=0)$ ( $1$ ) $Eq.(10.3)$
7
$\bullet$ ( ) $k$




















$I(\lambda)^{def}=\{|\lambda(k, u_{0})| :\forall_{k}\in \mathcal{K}^{\forall}u_{0}\in \mathcal{U}\}$ (8.1)
$\approx I(\lambda)\subseteq[0,1]$
3(( 1 ) )
$I(\lambda)\subseteq I(\lambda_{c})$









4: \mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$} vs $u_{0}$
9
5( )





















$I( \lambda_{c})=[\exp\{\frac{\pi^{2}}{\triangle x^{2}}\Delta t(2p+\frac{\pi^{2}}{\Delta x^{2}}q)\}, \exp(-\frac{p^{2}}{4q}\Delta t)]$ (10.2)
$I(\lambda)$
CH-eq. Eq.(6.3) $vEq.(6.1)$

















$\text{ _{ }}$ $\}\Rightarrow^{\exists}$ $\not\in E?s.t.r$









$\{\begin{array}{l}t\frac{\Delta x^{l}}{4(2\theta-l)(-2q-p\Delta x^{2})}(\frac{1}{2}<\theta\leq 1)\text{ }(0\leq\theta\leq\frac{1}{2})\end{array}$ (12.1)
$\{\Delta t<\frac{\{\Delta t<\triangle t<\frac{-4q}{\frac{(1-\theta)p^{2}\Delta x}{-1641-\theta)}}(\triangle x^{2}\leq 8\Delta_{2})(8_{P}\Delta<\triangle x^{p})}{4(1-\theta)(4q-p\Delta x^{2})}$
$(^{4}s<\triangle x^{2})p$
(12.2)
1 $\triangle t<\frac{\triangle x^{4}}{8\theta(-2q-p\triangle x^{2})}$ (12.3)
Eq.(12.2)
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( $0$ ) ( \mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$}
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)






















$\Delta x=1/30,$ $\Delta t=1/10080$ ( )











$\Delta x=1/30,$ $\Delta t=1/124.5,$ $\theta=0.502058$ (
16: : :
84
$\Delta x=1/30,$ $\Delta t=1/10123$ ( )
17: : :




$CH-eq$. $\{\begin{array}{l}l\backslash K\overline{\pi} \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\prime}M\not\equiv\neq^{\backslash }EM9\cross\neq-\text{ }\neq-A2\backslash \ \overline{\pi}\text{ }\#j\lessgtr 9\text{ }+-A\end{array}$
Fig.19 1
Cahn-Hilliard $p=-1.0,$ $q=-0.03,$ $r=0.03333333$
6 $1/30$ 1/396977
Fig 20 1 Cahn-Hilhard
$p=-1.0,$ $q=-0.001,$ $r=1.0$ 1
1/50 1/120512 Fig.21-26 2
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